FAST TRACK
YOUR LISTINGS
How to use Kijiji and Kijiji Autos features

Kijiji offers your
customers two great
roads to your dealership
Kijiji Autos provides shoppers with a
personalized sort order, which means certain
listings will appear on different pages for different
site visitors, all based on their past browsing
experience. Kijiji Autos also sorts search results
by relevance—based on factors such as price,
mileage, colour, and more—so shoppers get to
the vehicles that interest them faster.
Kijiji listings are posted in chronological order:
newer ones appear at the top of the page, while
older listings move down.

Build high-performance listings
To keep your inventory engaged in search results, Kijiji and Kijiji Autos offer a set
of features you can apply to your listings, either per listing or in bulk. Depending
on your sales goals, you can choose a specific feature or combine it with others
at a time that suits your needs.
Read on to see which features can help you meet your sales objectives.
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Available on:
Kijiji Autos and Kijiji

Top Ad
Reach for the top! Top Ads place your listing above
the regular search results on Kijiji and Kijiji Autos in a
premium position for 7 days.

Tip
On Kijiji, you can increase engagement
with your Top Ad by combining it with
Photo Showcase to highlight key features
of your vehicle.

Choose Top Ad when you want to…
Highlight specific vehicles
within your inventory.
Promote high-end
or popular vehicles.
Encourage continuous
or repeat sales.

How it works
• Search results display up to two
Top Ad listings at a time.
• When your listing matches a shopper’s search
or browse criteria, it appears in its usual position
in the regular listings, sorted by relevance score,
but also rotates at the top of the search results
page in a premium position.
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Available on:
Kijiji Autos and Kijiji

Auto-Refresh
Now that’s refreshing! Auto-Refresh is an automatic
way to keep your inventory at the top of search results.

Tip
Double-check that your listings have
as much detail as possible when using

Choose Auto-Refresh when you want to…

Auto-Refresh. Stronger vehicle details on
listings help to increase engagement and
drive stronger leads for your dealership.

Ensure your inventory appears at the top
of search results as much as possible.
Keep customer engagement
levels with your inventory high.
Have a hands-free way
to attract more leads.

How it works
• Inline Listings are automatically applied to all of
your inventory, randomly rotating within the 11–12
spots of relevant search results on Kijiji and
Kijiji Autos for 24 hours, every 7 days.
• Bump Ups automatically apply to all of your
inventory every 7 days, pushing your vehicles
back to the top of search results.
• Each listing is refreshed at the same day
and time it was originally posted.
• The feature applies to all the vehicles
within your inventory.
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Available on:
Kijiji Autos and Kijiji

Managed Features
Relax, we’ve got our best people on it. Our team applies
your features at the right moments, so you don’t have to.

Choose Managed Features when you want to…
Increase your inventory’s visibility by using your
features strategically on Kijiji and Kijiji Autos.
Give lower-performing inventory
more support when needed.
Go hands-free with your Kijiji presence,
so you and your staff can focus on sales.

How it works
• Kijiji specialists optimize your inventory’s
performance on your behalf.
• We effectively apply features to specific VINs
at the right time to help attract more leads.
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Available on:
Kijiji Autos

Inline Listing
Get inline to stay ahead. Apply an Inline Listing to add your
vehicle to a set of rotating listings that appear within the
11–12 spots of relevant search results pages in Kijiji Autos
for a full 24 hours. Repeat as necessary.

Tips
• Save time and apply Inline Listings
to multiple vehicles at once, instead
of applying individually.
• When you apply an Inline Listing to a

Choose Inline Listing when you want to…

vehicle on Kijiji Autos, that same vehicle
will automatically receive a Bump Up on
Kijiji, and vice versa.

Multiply your
vehicle visibility.
Show your listings earlier
in search results.

• To automatically refresh your listings every
7 days, add Auto-Refresh. Your listing will
be refreshed to the top of the listings once
a week, at the same day and time it was
originally posted.

Give your listings an extra push in search
results from their current position.

How it works
• Your listing moves to the 11–12 spots within search results for 24 hours.
• The listing that has an Inline Listing feature applied to it appears in its
usual position within relevant search results, but also rotates within the
11–12 spots of search results.
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Available on:
Kijiji

Bump Up
When most listings receive 40% of their views in the first
3 days of posting,* a little bump goes a long way. Bump Up
moves your listing from its current position and places it
back at the top of search results.

Choose Bump Up when you want to...

Tips
• When you apply a Bump Up to a vehicle on
Kijiji, the same vehicle will automatically
receive an Inline Listing on Kijiji Autos, and
vice versa.
• Depending on how popular the vehicle is
(and how many other dealers are offering
the same make and model), you may want

Maintain first-page

to apply Bump Up before the midway

positioning.

expiry point to maintain its spot on the

Show your listings earlier in search results
after they have moved back several pages.

first search results page.
• You can sign up for Recurring Bump Up,
which updates automatically every 3 days

Give your listings an extra push in search

to prevent your ad from dropping further

results from their current position.

down in the listings.
• To automatically refresh your listings every

How it works
• A Bump Up moves your listing back up to the top of regular listings,
so it appears on the first page in the Cars & Vehicles category and

7 days, add Auto-Refresh. Your listing will
be refreshed to the top of the listings once
a week, at the same day and time it was
originally posted.

in any relevant searches.
• Your listing will remain in the top spot until another Kijiji listing is
posted or bumped up.
• The Bump Up feature will reset the post date of your listing, but it
won't extend its duration.

*Based on the average number of views a listing receives in
the first 3 days, averaged across all categories.
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Available on:
Kijiji

Provincial Top Ad
Sometimes the best business can come from outside
your own backyard. That’s why Provincial Top Ad lets
you take Top Ad further by letting you focus your listings
within your province.

Tip
Provincial Top Ads are less competitive
than regular Top Ads—they are rotated less
frequently and appear more on smart pages.

Choose Provincial Top Ad when you want to…
Attract customers within your province who may live outside
your market—for example, to lure them to your dealership with
lower prices than they could find at a dealership within their area.
Sell unique or expensive vehicles that require more visibility
to get discovered.

How it works
• Listings reach customers on all city and sub-city
pages within your province.
• Provincial Top Ad listings have a reserved
second-place position on all Kijiji search pages.
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Ready to
get started?
Talk to your Kijiji rep today to choose
the features that are right for you.

We provide no guarantee regarding the number of views, replies, or impressions your listing will actually receive.

